
Get to Know Fidelity and 
NetBenefits®



Videos, articles, 
and workshops

Tools and 
calculators

View and make 
account changes

Download 
NetBenefits app

Get to know NetBenefits®

CHANGES IN MY PLAN

Designed to help 
answer your questions
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More than just a place to 
check your account 
balance 
NetBenefits® has evolved to provide more 
help—beyond saving for retirement. 

From creating an emergency savings fund and managing 
your spending, to improving your investing know-how and 
growing your savings, NetBenefits has the resources you 
need to help you achieve financial wellness, and feel 
confident about where you stand.

Today’s quick tour can help 
you get started.



4

Getting 
started with 
NetBenefits
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How do I get started?

Log in to NetBenefits 

2

Log In
Already registered? 
Simply log in.

New User?
When logging in for 
the first time, go to 
Register.

1

1
2
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How do I get started?

Setting up your beneficiary online

2 Beneficiaries
Eligible plans are 
clearly displayed and 
helpful links guide you 
through the process

1 See your progress
Progress meter at the
top of the page shows 
where you are in 
the process

2

1

3 One per Plan
It is important to note 
that you will need to 
designate a beneficiary 
for each UMN plan 
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Your 
NetBenefits 
home page 
in detail
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What’s the big picture?

NetBenefits home page highlights

2

1 Your account 
balance(s)

3 Goals and 
milestones

6

Your top 3 
financial priorities

7

Quick Links and 
Display Preferences

The latest market 
numbers

4 Retirement 
Income

1 2

3 4

5

Resources and 
educational 
information for 
you

6

5

7
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How much do I have today? 

2

1

Quick Links
Quick links to account 
details and 
transactions
—including contribution 
and investment 
changes

Current account
Your account with 
your current employer

Account balances and Quick 
Links

3 Display 
Preferences
View your plans in a 
tile view or list format 

1 2
3
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What should I do?

Goals and milestones

1

Take action
In this example, your 
next step to consider is 
to increase your 
contribution rate to 
meet your retirement 
milestone (i.e., to have 
1x your salary saved 
by age 30*)

Important 
information for you
Triggered by your 
status and situation

2

This hypothetical example is for illustrative 
purposes only. It is not intended to predict 
or project investment results. Your rate of 
return may be higher or lower than that 
shown in the hypothetical illustration 
above.

1

2

2

1
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Will I have enough in retirement?

Hypothetical retirement 
income

1 Retirement Income
Hypothetical retirement 
income based on different 
factors (first-time user 
view)

2 Model changes
Change your contribution 
rate

3 Link to the 
Planning & 
Guidance Center
Allows you to model 
various scenarios based 
on your situation and 
create retirement and 
investment goals

This 
hypothetical 
example is for 
illustrative 
purposes only. 
It is not intended 
to predict or 
project 
investment 
results. Your 
rate of return 
may be higher 
or lower than 
that shown in 
the hypothetical 
illustration 
above.

1

4 Return user view
Your Fidelity Retirement 
Score indicates whether 
you are on track to cover 
estimated total post-
retirement expenses

4

2
3

4
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What should I focus on next?

Review your top 3 financial 
priorities

2

Top 3 priorities
Here are your top 3 
financial suggestions. 
Click in to one of the 3 
to learn more about an 
area you should focus 
on and consider next 
steps.

Measure your 
Financial Wellness
If you haven’t taken the 
Financial Wellness 
checkup, this will be your 
first priority

1

More 
opportunities
Visit the “See More 
Opportunities” page

3

2

1

3
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Where can I go for help?

Resources and help based on 
your needs are front and center

1 Educational 
resources and 
information
Highlights the most 
important resources 
and messages for you

1

2 The latest market 
numbers

2
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NetBenefits: 
beyond the home 
page
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How can I manage my account?

Summary
See what’s going on inside your account.

2

1

Balance overview
Current balance, 
vested balance, and 
loan details

3 Investment 
summary
Single-table view with 
sorting capabilities

4 Year-to-Date 
Changes
Account activity 
summary from the 
beginning of the 
calendar year 

Section tabs
Tabs are located at 
the top of the page 
as sub-navigation

1

2

3

4
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How can I manage my account?

Contributions
Adjust the amount you save from each paycheck.

2

1

Contribution 
amount
Change your 
contribution with just 
a few clicks

Section tabs
Tabs are located at the 
top of the page as sub-
navigation

2

1
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How can I manage my account?

Investment Performance & Research
Evaluate and choose your plan investments.

1

2

Key information on 
all your plan 
investments
View average annual 
returns, cumulative 
returns, current price, 
fees, and restrictions

3 Filter & 
Compare
For quick 
evaluations

Benchmark data
See and compare 
funds based on your 
strategy and goals

2

1

3
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How can I manage my account?

Click into any of the investments in your plan lineup from the 
Investment Performance & Research page.

2

1

Morningstar 
Snapshot

3 Returns
Year-to-date and 
average 1-, 3-, 5-, 
and 10-year

Summary
For each 
investment option 
in your plan lineup

4 Hypothetical 
$10,000 
investment

5 52-week 
high/low

2

1

3

4

5

Investment Details
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How can I manage my account?

Investment Strategies
Get help choosing and managing your 
investments.

2

1

Not sure of 
your style?
Tell us a little about 
yourself, review your 
options, or answer a 
few questions to narrow 
your choices.

3 Visit the Library
View educational 
resources in the 
Library to help you 
make the best 
financial decisions for 
your personal 
situation

Know your 
investing style?
Review different 
investing options 
based on your 
investing style 
preference2

1

3
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Change Investments
Simple processes for investment elections, exchanges, and 
rebalancing.

1 Section tabs
Tabs are located at 
the top of the page as 
sub-navigation

3

2

Move money
Move money from one 
investment to another

4 Rebalance
Move money between 
many investments

Change 
investments
View and adjust where 
your contributions are 
invested

1

2 3 4

How can I manage my account?
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How can I manage my account?

Planning & Guidance Center 
Get a personalized planning experience to help you 
set goals

CREATE A GOAL
(first-time visitor)

PLANNING & GUIDANCE 
CENTER LANDING PAGE

(return user)

1 Access
Visit the new Planning 
& Guidance Center via 
the Planning link on 
the homepage

2 Views
Different views will 
appear for return 
users versus first time 
users

2

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.

1
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RETIREMENT GOALS INCOME AND EXPENSESPERSONAL INFORMATION

How can I manage my account?

Within the Planning & Guidance Center, you can create a 
retirement plan that’s based on your personal situation.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.

Create a retirement goal

Create a retirement goal:
 Estimate how much income 

you may have—or need —in 
retirement

 Receive next steps to help you 
get or stay on track

 Create a retirement plan in 
minutes

1

1

2 Answer a few quick 
questions to get started
 Personal information
 Retirement goals
 Income and expenses
 Confirm accounts

2 CONFIRM ACCOUNTS
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Retirement Score
 Represents the percentage of your average 

estimated retirement expenses your plan could 
cover, assuming an underperforming market

Results Chart
 Illustrates what you may have, how much you 

may need, and the potential gap (other chart 
views are available)

About You
 Update important information such as age, time 

horizon to retirement, anticipated retirement 
expenses, and tax rate in retirement

Display Preferences*
 View assumptions for a significantly 

underperforming market (90% confidence), 
a below-average market (75% confidence), 
and an average market (50% confidence)

 See results using monthly or annual dollars 
via a chart or table

1

2

3

4

How can I manage my account?

Get your retirement analysis

Income Sources
 Enter any income sources and Social Security 

amounts

6

Accounts & Savings
 Update or add accounts (including non-Fidelity 

accounts), and how much you contribute to them.
 Review or adjust your asset mix

5

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by Fidelity’s Planning & Guidance Center 
Retirement Analysis, regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, 
do not reflect actual investment results and are not guarantees of future results. Results may vary with 
each use and over time. 

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Download report
 Provides a snapshot view  and 

summarizes inputs, results, and 
potential action steps

 Stored document can also be accessed 
in the Report Center 

Risk assessment
 Scores users who are 10 or fewer years 

from retirement against five key risks of 
retirement

Make changes
 Outlines changes that you may need to 

make to put your plan into action
 Takes you to page within NetBenefits 

where you can make the changes
 Shows a summary of the changes you 

made during this session

How can I manage my account?

3

2

1

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.

Take action or download your 
report for review

1
2

3
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How can I manage my account?

Library
A variety of learning resources to help 
boost your financial know-how.

2

1

Featured
Resources 
recommended for you

3 Browse
By topic, learning 
level, or media type

Resources
Select the category that 
best fits your financial 
situation—learning the 
basics, just getting 
started on your financial 
journey, or financially 
established

2

1

3
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How can I manage my account?

Tools & Calculators
Browse the full suite of Fidelity's planning tools.

2

1

Organized by need
Scroll through the tool 
categories to find the 
one that fits your need

All tools at
a glance

2

1
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How can I manage my account?

Life Events
Learn about specific steps to take at 
important times in your life.

1 Life Events
Lays out next steps 
for starting a new job, 
retirement, and more

2 Annual Financial 
Checkup
Example of just one of 
the Life Events 
checklists you can 
access

1

2
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Make the most of NetBenefits®

Financial help—where and when 
you need it

See how much you have saved for the future, review your goals and milestones, 
and get your top 3 financial next steps right on the Homepage.

Create or manage your plan for retirement by visiting the Planning 
& Guidance Center.

Scroll through an infographic or read an article in the Library.

Understand how big events impact your benefits on the Life Events page.

Expand your access with a NetBenefits mobile app.

Discover educational resources and next steps that can make 
retirement—and your financial life—feel more manageable.

Thank you for joining us today!



Get Started

CHANGES IN MY PLAN

Add your preferred 
email address

Set your username 
and password

www.NetBenefits.com/UMN Select eDelivery





Visit 
NetBenefits

www.netbenefits.com/UMN

Next steps

CHANGES IN MY PLAN

Call for help
800-642-7131
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Before investing in any mutual fund, consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and 
expenses. Contact Fidelity for a prospectus or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this 
information. Read it carefully.
Investing involves risk, including risk of loss.
This information is intended to be educational and is not tailored to the investment needs of any specific investor.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.

System availability and response times may be subject to market conditions.

*Fidelity has developed a series of salary multipliers in order to provide participants with one measure of how their current retirement savings 
might be compared to potential income needs in retirement. The salary multiplier suggested is based solely on your current age. In developing the 
series of salary multipliers corresponding to age, Fidelity assumed age-based asset allocations consistent with the equity glide path of a typical 
target date retirement fund, a 15% savings rate, a 1.5% constant real wage growth, a retirement age of 67 and a planning age through 93. The 
replacement annual income target is defined as 45% of pre-retirement annual income and assumes no pension income. This target is based on 
Consumer Expenditure Survey (BLS), Statistics of Income Tax Stat, IRS tax brackets and Social Security Benefit Calculators. Fidelity developed 
the salary multipliers through multiple market simulations based on historical market data, assuming poor market conditions to support a 90% 
confidence level of success.

These simulations take into account the volatility that a typical target date asset allocation might experience under different market conditions. 
Volatility of the stocks, bonds and short-term asset classes is based on the historical annual data from 1926 through the most recent year-end 
data available from Ibbotson Associates, Inc. Stocks (domestic and foreign) are represented by Ibbotson Associates SBBI S&P 500 Total Return 
Index, bonds are represented by Ibbotson Associates SBBI U.S. Intermediate Term Government Bonds Total Return Index, and short term are 
represented by Ibbotson Associates SBBI 30-day U.S. Treasury Bills Total Return Index, respectively. It is not possible to invest directly in an 
index. All indices include reinvestment of dividends and interest income. All calculations are purely hypothetical and a suggested salary multiplier 
is not a guarantee of future results; it does not reflect the return of any particular investment or take into consideration the composition of a 
participant’s particular account. The salary multiplier is intended only to be one source of information that may help you assess your retirement 
income needs. Remember, past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance returns for actual investments will generally be 
reduced by fees or expenses not reflected in these hypothetical calculations. Returns also will generally be reduced by taxes.

IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by Fidelity’s Planning & Guidance Center Retirement Analysis, regarding 
the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results and are not 
guarantees of future results. Results may vary with each use and over time. 

The third-party trademarks and service marks appearing herein are the property of their respective owners. All other trademarks and service 
marks appearing herein are the property of FMR LLC.

Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC, 900 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917

© 2019-2022 FMR LLC. All rights reserved. 

957647.3.0

Important Information



DIGITAL ADVICE

Fidelity Go®
•  A diversified portfolio of Fidelity funds 

seeking to track the market and managed 
over time

•  Personalized to your retirement or  
savings goal

General eligibility1 
No minimum

Fees 
$0: Under $10,000 
$3/mo: $10,000–$49,999 
0.35%/yr: $50,000 & above

ADVICE WITH ACCESS TO  
A TEAM OF PLANNERS

Fidelity® Personalized Planning & Advice
•  Includes Fidelity Go® investing
•  Plus: Access to financial coaches to assess  

spending, debt, and saving for retirement

General eligibility1 
$25,000

Fees 
0.50%

Fidelity Advisory Services Team
Through Fidelity® Wealth Services

•  A diversified portfolio of funds, managed with tax-smart 
investing techniques through market conditions

•  Access to financial planners for key savings  
goals, including saving for retirement and generating  
income in retirement

General eligibility2 
$50,000

Fees 
1.10%

A DEDICATED 1:1 ADVISOR SUPPORTED  
BY A TEAM OF SPECIALISTS

Fidelity Wealth Management
•   Your own dedicated advisor to partner on planning and 

trade-off analysis across multiple goals, including saving for 
retirement, college, home purchase, and income in retirement

•  Access to estate, trust, and investment planning specialists

•  For Fidelity® Wealth Services clients: A diversified portfolio 
of funds and potentially stocks managed with tax-smart 
investing techniques through market conditions with enhanced 
personalization

•  For Fidelity® Strategic Disciplines clients: A personalized 
portfolio of just stocks or just bonds, and tax-smart investing 
with stocks

General eligibility3 
$250,000

Fees4 
0.20% to 1.50%

Fidelity Private Wealth Management
•  Includes all aspects of Fidelity Wealth Management
•  Plus: Your own team of dedicated specialists for additional 

service, planning for advanced topics, and complex 
investment management needs

General eligibility5 
$2M managed and $10M investable

Fees4 
0.20% to 1.04%

Additional Ways to Invest with Fidelity
You can select a target date fund, choose from many self-directed investment options, or we can connect you with a third-party advisor.

Planning and Advice Offerings from Fidelity
We can help you achieve your unique goals with a range of planning, advice, and professional money management offerings.

SINGLE FUND FOR RETIREMENT

A target date fund for retirement  
that adjusts its asset allocation over  
time based on the fund’s target 
retirement year

General eligibility  
No minimum

Fees6   
0.12% to 0.75%

FOR SELECT SPECIAL SERVICES

Fidelity Wealth Advisor Solutions®

A network of independent investment 
advisors who can offer customized 
planning and/or investment strategies

General eligibility and fees vary

INVEST ON YOUR OWN

You can access Fidelity’s online planning tools and resources to help you choose 
from a variety of investment choices with a range of fees, including but not limited to:

Individual Securities
• Stocks
• Bonds

Funds 
• Mutual funds and ETFs
•  Target allocation funds

Model-Based Solutions 
• Model portfolios

Clients with $250K or more at Fidelity may qualify for a single point of contact for 
support and guidance as needed



Investing involves risk, including risk of loss.
1Your account balance must be at least $10 for Fidelity to invest your money according to the selected investment strategy.
2 Fidelity® Wealth Services (FWS) offers three service levels: Fidelity Advisory Services Team, Fidelity Wealth Management, and Fidelity Private Wealth Management. Each level has its own fees, 
features, and eligibility requirements. Minimum investment to enroll is $50,000. Refer to the FWS Program Fundamentals for more details.

3 FWS Wealth Management service level clients and all Fidelity® Strategic Disciplines (FSD) clients must generally qualify for support from a dedicated Fidelity advisor, which is based on a variety of 
factors (for example, a client with at least $250,000 invested in an eligible Fidelity account(s) would typically qualify). Account investment minimum is $50,000 for FWS, $100,000 for an FSD equity 
strategy, and $350,000 for an FSD bond strategy.

4 Fees reflect the range of advisory fees applicable to accounts managed through FSD (0.20%–0.90%) and FWS (0.50%–1.50%). At the $2,000,000 investment level, advisory fees range from 0.20%–
0.49% for FSD accounts and 0.50%–1.04% for FWS accounts.

5 To be eligible for Fidelity Private Wealth Management, clients can meet the $2 million minimum investment amount through FWS and/or FSD accounts.
6 Fees reflect the range of target date fund expense ratios for the non-institutional Fidelity Freedom Funds as of 6/1/2021. There is no purchase minimum for fund shares. Review the prospectus for 
details.

The advisory fees quoted do not include, as applicable depending on the offering, the SMA Manager Fee applicable to certain FWS accounts, charges resulting from trades effected with or through 
broker-dealers other than Fidelity affiliates, markups or markdowns by broker-dealers, transfer taxes, exchange fees, regulatory fees, odd-lot differentials, handling charges, electronic fund and wire 
transfer fees, or any other charges imposed by law or otherwise applicable to your account. You will also incur any applicable underlying expenses associated with the investment vehicles purchased 
for your account. For more details, review the relevant Program Fundamentals.

Tax-smart investing techniques are applied in managing certain taxable FWS and FSD accounts on a limited basis, at the discretion of the portfolio manager, primarily with respect to determining 
when assets in a client’s account should be bought or sold. Assets contributed may be sold for a taxable gain or loss at any time. There are no guarantees as to the effectiveness of the tax-efficient 
investing techniques applied in serving to reduce or minimize a client’s overall tax liabilities, or as to the tax results that may be generated by a given transaction. For Fidelity Tax-Managed U.S.

Equity Index Strategy and Fidelity Tax-Managed International Equity Index Strategy accounts in FSD, the portfolio manager employs multiple tax-smart investing techniques proactively to seek to 
enhance after-tax returns. For taxable accounts in the Fidelity Equity-Income Strategy, Fidelity International Equity Strategy, and Fidelity U.S. Large Cap Equity Strategy of FSD, the portfolio manager 
could also implement tax-smart investing techniques, on a limited basis, consistent with the strategy, although tax management is not a primary goal.

To invest on your own at Fidelity, you must open a brokerage account. There is no cost to open an account, but trading fees, ongoing investment expenses, and minimum investments vary based on 
your investment choice. See Fidelity.com/commissions for details. Review the prospectus for a particular fund.

Fidelity makes available mutual funds and ETFs from Fidelity and third-party fund companies. Fidelity also makes available a range of model portfolios to show one way you might construct a well-
diversified portfolio of Fidelity mutual funds based on your risk tolerance and financial situation; other investments with similar risk and return characteristics may be available.

Fidelity Go®, Fidelity® Personalized Planning & Advice, Fidelity® Wealth Services, and Fidelity® Strategic Disciplines are advisory services offered by Fidelity Personal and Workplace Advisors LLC 
(FPWA), a registered investment adviser. Brokerage services provided by Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC (FBS), and custodial and related services provided by National Financial Services LLC (NFS), 
each a member NYSE and SIPC. FPWA, FBS, and NFS are Fidelity Investments companies. These advisory services are provided for a fee.

Fidelity Wealth Advisor Solutions® (WAS) is a referral service provided by FPWA. It is designed for existing and prospective clients of Fidelity who seek to receive referrals to third-party independent 
investment advisory firms. In no event shall FPWA’s providing the names of one or more investment advisors constitute an endorsement, recommendation, or opinion as to the quality or 
appropriateness of the investment advisor or their related advisory services. Participating investment advisors pay FPWA a referral fee.

Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC, 900 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917

984048.2.0    1.9903747.101



Topics and questions are designed to help give you insights and items to consider when planning for your future. They are intended for educational purposes only, and may not be relevant to your plan. 
Fidelity does not provide legal or tax advice or prepare estate plans. Please consult an appropriately licensed professional for advice on your specific situation.

Wealth Planning Overview
Your goals are as unique as you are. That’s why we work with you to understand your needs and how you envision a successful life. Then your advisor 
works together with you and members of our team to help you build a personalized plan. It all starts with a conversation that helps us bring your full 
financial picture into focus. We can discuss these topics and more:   

Retirement

Health care

College

Estate

Charity

Achieving 
goals

From long-term goals  
to unexpected needs, 
we can help you plan  
for whatever matters 

most in your life.

Tax 
considerations

We can help you 
identify and implement 

tax-smart techniques 
designed to help 
you keep more of 

what you earn. 

Tax-sensitive investment 
management

Tax deferral 
strategies

Tax reduction 
strategies

Roth IRA 
conversions

Retirement income 
planning

You work hard to  
save for the future.  

We can help you build  
a plan that’s designed  
to support the lifestyle 
you want in retirement.

Retirement 
readiness

Income 
generation

Social Security and 
benefits

Health and long-term 
care costs

Employee benefits 
optimization

Leaving a 
legacy

Providing for the  
people who matter  
most to you can be  

very fulfilling. We can 
help you navigate 

 those conversations.

Beneficiaries and 
titling of assets

Gifting 
strategies

Estate 
planning

Preparing and  
involving your family

Professional investment 
management

Specialized investment 
services

Strategies for market 
volatility

Self-directed investing 
with robust tools

Investment 
solutions

We can help you 
build and manage 
an investment plan 

based on your  
personal situation  
and preferences.



Advisory services offered through Fidelity Personal and Workplace Advisors LLC, a registered investment adviser. 
Brokerage services provided through Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC. Both are Fidelity Investments companies.
Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Member NYSE, SIPC, 900 Salem Street, Smithfield, RI 02917 
© 2020 FMR LLC. All rights reserved. 581279.21.0

Understanding what’s important to you

Your next steps

The more we know about you, the easier it is to help you build a plan that’s customized for your unique needs and aspirations. We can get started 
by discussing questions like these and by helping you establish clear next steps. Please take a moment to note your thoughts below.

Who are the important  
people in your life that you  

would like us to know about  
as we help you plan? 

What’s most on your mind  
as you plan  

for retirement?

What does 
leaving a legacy 

mean to you?

What goals do you  
have for your money,  

now and in the future?
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